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Abstract

Biomimetic design relies on relevant

biological phenomena to serve as a basis

for concepts in the engineering domain.

Many instances of biomimetic design

have resulted from personal observations

of biological phenomena.  However, a

non-biologist’s biology knowledge may

be limited.  To overcome this limitation,

we perform keyword searches on existing

natural-language knowledge sources.

However, differences in domain lexicons

present challenges to retrieving relevant

information.  A meaningful keyword to an

engineer may not result in relevant

matches within the biology.  A method to

systematically bridge these disparate do-

mains is discussed as well as implications

for any other cross-domain search appli-

cations.

1 Introduction

Engineers and designers have successfully applied

concepts and principles found in biology to solve

problems found in their own domains.  Biomimetic

design relies on the ability to draw analogies be-

tween the biological and engineering domains to

generate engineering solutions.  A well-known ex-

ample is the invention of the Velcro fastener that

was invented after observing that cockleburs attach

to clothing and animal fur by small hooks.  More

recent biologically-based work includes correlation

of heat transfer principles to shapes found in nature

for optimization (Bejan, 2000).  This appears to

indicate that biology is a good source of inspiration

for designers and engineers.  However, it is not

always feasible to rely on observation and personal

knowledge of biological phenomena, as a non-

biologist’s biology knowledge may be limited.  In

an effort to systematically identify biological

analogies for any given engineering problem, we

have turned to existing biological knowledge

sources in unstructured natural-language format.

Other current approaches to biomimetic design

include compiling a database of biological phe-

nomena indexed by engineering functions (Vincent

& Mann, 2002; Lindemann & Gramann, 2004).

This is a large task and can be subjected to the

compiler’s biases.  These limitations, along with

explosive information growth and database incom-

pleteness (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2005) are

indicators that a non-database approach is required

in our application as well as in bioinformatics.

Natural language analysis has been used to sup-

port and analyze design across many disciplines

including architecture (de Vries et al. 2004), soft-

ware engineering (Burg, 1997), and mechanical

design (Yang & Cutkosky, 1997).  These applica-

tions attempt to reduce design fixation, collect re-

quirements and capture design information

respectively.

2 Previous Work

The approach that has been developed by our labo-

ratory is to perform a keyword search on a biology

text (Vakili & Shu, 2001; Hacco & Shu, 2002) and

to examine the matches retrieved for relevant bio-

logical phenomena.  The initial text is Life, (Purves

et al., 2001), a biology textbook used in a first-year



biology course at the University of Toronto. The

keywords used are verbs, as they convey function-

ality (Stone & Wood, 1999; Ullman, 2003), are not

form specific and are central to the meaning of a

sentence (Joanis & Stevenson, 2003).

3 Motivation

We encountered many of the challenges identified

in computational linguistics such as word sense

disambiguation (Yarowsky, 1995), anaphora reso-

lution (Mitkov, 2001) and named entity identifica-

tion (Li et al., 2004).  Moreover, biologists and

engineers have different domain-specific lexicons

for describing their work.  Therefore, a meaningful

functional keyword for an engineer may result in

few or no matches within the biology domain.

In a case study for “cleaning”, e.g., removing

dirt from clothing, a biochemist (Waygood, 2003)

suggested “defend” as a possible functional key-

word. He explained that many organisms clean or

remove as a defensive mechanism.  In a study, en-

gineering students were presented with matches

retrieved by the keyword “defend” and asked to

generate concepts relating to cleaning clothes.

Many of these students produced successful con-

cepts (Mak & Shu, 2004), including modular

clothing where the dirty parts are removed. An ex-
cerpt from Life (Purves et al., 2001) located by
searching for all forms of  “defend” follows:

When pathogens pass these barri-

ers, plant defenses are acti-

vated.  Plants seal off and

sacrifice the damaged tissue so

that the rest of the plant does

not become infected.  This ap-

proach works because most plants

can replace damaged parts by

growing new stems, leaves and

roots.

While “defend” produced relevant phenomena,

it was unclear at this point how to automatically

generate such a biologically meaningful word

without expert assistance.  Use of WordNet (2.0)

and a thesaurus (Manser, 2004) did not produce a

direct route between “clean/remove” and “defend”.

The challenge is to systematically bridge the dif-

ferences between engineering and biology lexi-

cons.

4 Studies and Results

In the following, we describe how we increase the

search space and how words retrieved relate to the

original keyword. From this, we found a set of dif-

ferent verbs that appear to bridge the two domains

and examined methods to manage these verbs.  A

part-of-speech tagger (Brill, 1994) and a partial

parser (Abney, 2002) were used for this work.

4.1 Generating alternative keywords

We first focused on expanding the search space by

generating other functional keywords using

WordNet (2.0) as a language framework.  We

chose to use troponyms as they describe a specific

manner of accomplishing tasks (Fellbaum, 1993).

For example, “sauntering” is a specific manner of

“walking”, and “cleaning” is a specific manner of

“removing” (WordNet, 2.0).   Using troponyms

rather than synonyms of the keyword enabled us to

generate alternative keywords that improved the

quantity and quality of matches.  It also provided

some keywords not obviously related to the initial

keyword of “clean” or “remove”, e.g., “excrete”,

“eliminate”, “kill” and “draw” as in “to draw wa-

ter” through capillary action (WordNet, 2.0).  Life

was searched with all troponyms of “remove”.

The contents of the matches retrieved by the

keywords were analyzed to find relevant biological

phenomena using concepts of frequency distribu-

tion (Zipf, 1949) and collocation (Yarowsky, 1995;

Banerjee & Pedersen, 2003).   High frequency

words from the matches were examined and often

found to be agents or objects of the keyword.  To-

gether, the agents, objects and keywords describe

biological concepts associated with that functional

keyword.  For example, high frequency words

were “predator”, “prey” and “species” for the key-

word “eliminate”, thus describing how interactions

between prey and predator species lead to one an-

other’s elimination.  Details can be found in Chiu

& Shu (2004).

4.2  Bridging disparate domains

It was noticed that, while the high frequency words

are often attached to the keyword as agents or di-

rect objects, there were many instances where high

frequency words are attached to different verbs.

  As a result, we turned our attention to identifying

the non-keyword verbs in these instances.  For ex-



ample, all matches retrieved by “kill” had frequent

words “cells” and “body”.  From the excerpt below

(Purves et al. 2001), it can be seen that “cells” is

attached to “kill” and “body” is attached to “de-

fend” as an object.

As HIV kills more and more TH

cells, the immune system is less

and less able to defend the

body…

The verbs identified and collected this way are

called bridge verbs, as we believe this process pro-

vides a basis to bridge the biology and engineering

domains.

4.3  Organizing and correlating the bridge verbs

We sought a method to organize the bridge verbs

without discarding any.  Various properties of the

verbs were examined including word frequencies

in written English (Leech, Rayson & Wilson,

2004), verb class (WordNet, 2.0), and biological

significance as measured using the biology terms

of two biological references (Hine & Martin, 2004,

Biology-online, 2005).  For example, the term “dif-

fusion” identifies the bridge verb “diffuse” as bio-

logically significant.

Based on these properties and lexical interrela-

tionships documented in WordNet (2.0), word

graphs were generated to organize the bridge

verbs.  Word graphs have also been used to support

the architectural design process (de Vries et al.

2004).  Word graphs show naturally forming clus-

ters of words depicting interrelationships in a way

not possible with flat lists.  By following arcs rep-

resenting relationships from word to word, we dis-

covered alternative keywords.

We proceeded to correlate biological signifi-

cance with word counts from dictionary definitions

in Biology-online.org (2005) rather than terms, as

it was noticed many seemingly meaningful words

were not included in terms alone, such as “defend.”

Correlating the bridge verbs with dictionary count

is based on the rationale that authors treat their

subject matter with a minimal set of words to con-

vey specific meanings (Zipf, 1949; Luhn, 1959).

Their research suggests that word use follows a

distribution such that it is possible to predict

meaningful words based on frequency.

Correlating bridge verbs with dictionary counts

showed that a small range of dictionary counts cor-

responded with the majority of biologically signifi-

cant words.  Consequently, it appears that many

words within this range of dictionary counts are

biologically meaningful, regardless of whether

they were explicitly identified as biologically sig-

nificant or not.   Therefore, the words within the

range provide designers with the most relevant

biological keywords for the biomimetic search

process.  “Defend” as suggested by the biochemist

is located within this range.  A follow-up study

indicates that this process can systematically gen-

erate biologically meaningful keywords.

5 Summary and concluding remarks

Biomimetic design relies on relevant biological

phenomena to serve as a basis for engineering so-

lutions.  We use existing biology knowledge in an

unstructured natural-language format to facilitate

and support the biomimetic design process so that

engineers need not rely on their own knowledge of

biology.  However, differences in domain lexicons

challenge the ability to retrieve relevant biological

phenomena.  Using a combination of collocation

and frequency analysis, we found a method to gen-

erate biology keywords related to the original en-

gineering keyword.  Different methods of

organizing and correlating the set of bridge verbs

were explored to provide the engineer with the

most relevant words first.

This method of generating bridge verbs is ge-

neric and can be applied to systematically bridge

any two disparate domains (e.g., engineering and

economics).  This enables problems from one do-

main to be solved using ideas from a different do-

main thus promoting creative problem solving and

the generation of novel solutions.
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